
Lecture-12  
Interfacing I/O Devices 

Example: 1 

Interface 8-toggle switches is with the  using isolated I/O address 

AOH, the requires connection is shown in fig-5, 

 
Switch open logical 1-4 

Switch closed logical   0-2 

Whenever. .  intends an 8-bits to be inputted from this input device, 

it jest implements the instruction IN AOH, this type of inputting data 

from the input device is known  as CPO imitated  unconditional  I/O 

transfer ,    

 



Example 2:  
This decoding circuit of example contest of logic garter because have 

used a single port address AOH, to identify this input device there is 

no reason way we have allocate only one PORT address to  on input 

device if many port address are vacant, we can simplify the decoding 

circuitry greatly by allocator  m sce than one port address to the Sam 

device provided the user lemons that these addresses are a lactated 

to the Sam device and shall not be used anywhere to refer to any 

other input device. 

Let us suppers in this example we have allocated shall the 16 port 

address AOH to AFH to the same input device the escort address A!  

H to AP h allocated to the same device are k name as FOLD BACK 

ADDRESS once AOH to AP this allocated to this device, there 

address should never be allocated to any other device this is uses 

responsibility. 

By using address like this we have made the laver order 4-bit 

redundant there are decoding circuitry shall be as shown in fig-6,                   

            



P inputs an 8-bit data whenever squired through CPU initiated un 

additional   I/O structure using IN PCRT structure & any one of the 

port addresses allocated to this input device. 

 

Example 3:     
 In example 1 & 2 we have used SSI chips for obtaining the 

PORT select signal, we can also use MSI chips to simplify the 

decoding circuitry fig-9 gives the decoding circuitry for inputting 8-bit 

data from 8-toggle switches involutes I/O, PORT address allocated 

body   AC to AF it with ACH as primary address and AF H as foil back 

address, we have used 8205 (3 fine to 8-bit line decoder. 

 



The advantage of fig-7 can be realized when we have more than one 

port to select because a maxm
  of 8 chip select signals, can be 

generated using the same decoding circuitry of fig-7. 
�


